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everyone could send in their application.
Scholarships are available for those finding
it too expensive to take in. New faces are
always welcome!
Laurie Ketcham-Schrick, Chair ,Midwest
Chapter of the Guild of Book Workers

2013 Standards of Excellence
The online registration for this year's
Standards of Excellence seminar is now
open!
You can find out all about this year's
conference being held in Salt Lake City, UT,
on October 11-13 here.
<http://www.guildofbookworkers.org/events
/se-main.php>

Preservation Education Directory
ALA's Preservation Education Directory has
been updated and is freely available in its
9th Edition on ALA's Association for
Library Collections and Technical Services
(ALCTS) website
at <http://www.ala.org/alcts/resources/preser
vation/educationdirectory>.

From the President
The annual meeting and workshops in
Minneapolis in April were a great success
and hopefully will lead to much exploration
on the subjects of binding and paper-making
and decoration by our members in the
future. Whether you attended or not, perhaps
you might set your sights on a day trip to
Lexington, Kentucky this summer (from
now until August) to take in the Guild’s
Horizon exhibit of Contemporary bindings
that is installed in the Margaret King
building on the University of Kentucky
campus. Call (859)257-8408 for more
information. We had a well attended
reception a few weeks ago and found many
friends there to share it with and are pleased
that Lexington is hosting its first national
exhibition before it moves to Utah. Come
see what everyone is talking about.
Efforts are underway to get the workshop
with Sam Ellenport arranged with a few
road blocks in the way in Normal, Illinois.
Perhaps by the time you are reading this, all
the kinks will be ironed out and we can look
forward to a great leather workshop.
Thanks to all the people who made the
Minneapolis event run smoothly, especially
the staff at the MCBA, Mary Uthuppuru,
Jana Pullman, Karen Hanmer, Chip
Schilling, the people of Campbell Logan
bindery, and Bridget O’Malley.
Don’t forget to register early if you hope to
attend Standards in Salt Lake City in
October. In years past, it has filled up before

The Preservation Education
Directory lists current contact information
and course listings for graduate level
preservation and preservation-related
courses at colleges and universities in the
U.S. and Canada. The Directory also lists
institutions and organizations that
provide continuing education courses in
preservation.
MIDWEST GBW CHAPTER
OFFICERS
President: Laurie Ketcham-Schrick
Programs Chair: Mary Uthuppuru
Secretary/Treasurer: Peggy Johnston
Newsletter Editor: Mark Arend
mwarend@new.rr.com
Webmaster/Communications: Eric Alstrom
http://midwestgbw.wordpress.com/
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DeGolyer Award
Congratulations to Jana Pullman for
receiving the Award for Design in this
year’s Helen Warren DeGolyer Triennial
Competition for American Bookbinding. To
see Jana’s entry, as well as others, go to
http://www.smu.edu/Bridwell/Collections/S
pecialCollectionsandArchives/Exhibitions/D
eGolyer2012

Word of the Day
auctorial (ok-TOR-ee-uhl) adjective
Pertaining to an author
[From Latin auctor (author, creator),
from augere (to create). Ultimately
from the Indo-European root aug(increase) which is also the source of
auction, authorize, inaugurate, augment,
august, auxiliary, and nickname
("a nickname" is a splitting of the earlier
"an ekename", literally, an
additional name).]

A few Quotes
"Working as a
bookbinder, I had put
covers on "The Lord of
the Rings," but I never
read it. It was just too big.
I finally read it when I
knew I was playing Pippin
and realized that really it
is all about Pippin and
some other people!"
~ Billy Boyd

A Visit to the Franklin Court Printing
Office & Bindery
By Mark Arend
A few months ago I attended a conference in
Philadelphia and had time to do some
sightseeing. One of the places I visited was
the Franklin Court printing office and
bindery. This re-creation of an 18th century
print shop, run by the National Park Service,
is housed in buildings once owned by
Benjamin Franklin only a few yards from
where his house stood.

"Books seem to me to be pestilent things,
and infect all who trade in them. Printers,
Binders, Sellers and others that make a trade
and gain out of them have universally so
odde a turne and corruption of mind that
they have a way of dealeing peculiar to them
selves, and not conformed to the good of
society, and that general fairness that
cements man kind."
--John Locke, letter to Anthony
Collins, June 9, 1704

When I got there the two NPS staff were
giving an interesting printing press
demonstration to a school group. After the
students left I had a chance to talk to them.
They were knowledgeable about printing but
unfortunately they knew little about binding
because the bindery has not had anyone
working there for several years. I was able
to show them how a few of the tools were
used.

"I hate them. It's like making believe there's
another kind of sex. There isn't another kind
of sex. There isn't another kind of book! A
book is a book is a book." Maurice Sendak
(June 10, 1928-May 8, 2012)

Franklin Court is in the 300 block of Market
St, just a few blocks away from
Independence Hall. Their web site is
http://www.nps.gov/inde/franklin-court.htm
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The Midwest GBW Annual Meeting in Minneapolis
Mary Uthuppuru, Program Chair
Friday, April 20, 2012
If you have ever visited Minneapolis, you may have found yourself saying, “I am going to need to
come back” as many of our members discovered the weekend of the Midwest Guild of Book
Workers annual meeting. Many of us gathered on Friday to begin the weekend with a few tours
that only touched the surface of what Minneapolis and its art community has to offer. The first
stop of the afternoon was a combined tour with Cave Paper and Campbell-Logan Bindery. Once
our group split in two, we were taken on a tour of each facility and shown what exactly goes on
behind the closed doors.
The Campbell-Logan Bindery takes on a range of work, most of which falls under the
commercial bindery realm. We saw the entire journey of a book as it travels from the binding
preparation all the way to the cover assembly. Most of us enjoyed seeing the machinery that
makes the by-hand methods seem extremely slow specifically the machine that can side stitch
groups of single sheets into a large sturdy text block.

This was followed by a machine that easily rounds and backs the book block with ease using the
aid of a clamp, a roller, and a lever.
If we didn’t have the promise of more to see, it would have been easy to spend all day in the
bindery. Big thanks again to Greg and Duncan Campbell as well as the rest of the staff who
allowed us to see the space and ask many questions.
Cave Paper is located in the same building as the Campbell-Logan Bindery, but to get there, you
need a guide. We were taken into the depths of the building by elevator and ended up in the
basement where we entered the Cave. In the cool stone surroundings, we met Cave Paper owners
Bridget O’Malley and Amanda Degener. Bridget and Amanda walked us through the various
rooms that held raw materials that are used in the handmade paper, like flax, introduced us to
their Hollander beater, and led us to a vat where Bridget demonstrated how a sheet of paper is
formed from a slurry of pulp and water.
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Beyond providing the book community and other artists with their fantastic papers, Bridget and
Amanda pursue creative projects as well. With these projects come many techniques they have
developed along the way, which they share openly with anyone interested.
To finish, we were all lucky to have the chance to purchase papers of our own. Needless to say
this was a highlight. Thank you Amanda and Bridget!
The Final tour of the day was at Chip Schilling’s studio where he works under the name
Indulgence Press. Located but two blocks from our first stop, Chip and his wife Trish welcomed
us into the studio. After we had a chance to appreciate the beautiful light filled space, Chip told us
about the kind of work he does as well as a few things he has been working on lately.

With a background in photography, Chip incorporates various processes into his books. Photo
polymer plates play a big role in his work, which has led him to modify or create equipment that
serves his specific needs including a custom, built vacuum table and large exposure box.
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It is always a great insight to see how another artist works and better yet, how they problem solve.
Chip generously shared his knowledge and his studio with us. Thank you Chip and Trish for the
lovely time!
Later in the evening, we were treated to a lecture given by Karen Hanmer titled: Creating /
Preserving: Marking Time with the Guild of Book Workers at the Minnesota Center for Book Arts
(MCBA).

In her lecture, Karen took us through the development of the Guild from its challenging
beginnings to its current successes. Events like the Florence flood as well as the development in
training opportunities were pivotal in shaping the GBW as an organization. However, what has
given the guild its start and the ability to continue is the work of its members. Karen showed a
wide range of work made by Guild members that illustrates the way our field has developed from
its traditional origins to its current wide range of disciplines and styles. From fine bindings to
artist books, research to teaching, Guild members utilize traditional tools as well as constantly
changing technology to keep the Guild of Book Workers a prospering organization.

SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 2012
Members were able to choose from two workshops on Saturday: From Pulp to Paper and Beyond
with Bridget O’Malley or Drumleaf Binding with Karen Hanmer. Both workshops took place at
the MCBA.
FROM PULP TO PAPER AND BEYOND with Bridget O’Malley
by Mary Uthuppuru, Program Chair
After our tour at Cave Paper, the previous day, we were able to jump right in and literally get our
hands wet with Bridget. First, she explained the variety of papers she brought with her, mostly
flax and some cotton that we would be able to experiment with later. Then, she began
demonstrating the techniques we would get to play with that morning. Bridget demonstrated how
to pull a sheet of paper using some small screens. They were a great size to play with especially
for those new to paper making.
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Next, we were shown how to create the crackle technique using natural walnut dyes. This is done
by thoroughly crumpling the paper, and then dipping it into a bowl of walnut dye making sure to
cover the whole surface of the paper. The paper can then be hung to dry, or the ink can be rinsed
off creating a more contrasting result.

We were allowed to experiment with methyl cellulose and acrylic medium to achieve resist
techniques. These were applied with syringes, brushes, stencils or any other method we could
think of.
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Next, was dyeing with indigo. This magical process was witnessed with awe as the dipped sheet
turned from yellow green to the deep blue indigo is known for. This dye could be the sole
decoration of our papers or paired with other techniques and dyes like walnut.
The last technique demonstrated that morning utilized acrylic paint. Thinned down to the
consistency of a stain, the acrylic paint is brushed on to both sides of the paper. Further
decorative techniques could be applied or the paper can be hung to dry. Bridget brought a brilliant
red and a bright teal for us to try.

We were unleashed on the various stations and worked through the morning trying our hands at
everything. Lunch came too fast as everyone was thoroughly enjoying themselves.
We stopped for lunch at the Coffee Gallery located in the same building as the MCBA. Following
lunch, members had a chance to show off some of their latest work. (See Items from Show and
Tell) We resumed inspired and fortified from our break, ready for more paper. While we were
eating lunch, our newly made sheets of flax paper were being pressed so when we got back to
work, they were ready to be taken off the felts and either dried for later use or set aside for the
next technique. Some of us got really creative. Bridget then demonstrated the Momigami
technique achieved by crinkling the damp newly pressed sheets of paper.
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Next, we were shown how to size our papers with gelatin in order to seal in any dyes that might
have a tendency to “move” with moisture and also to give the paper some additional strength. The
gelatin provided another decorative option as well. After the gelatin is applied and still wet, mica
or silver leaf could be sprinkled across the surface of the sheet where it sticks in place giving it
the galaxy effect.

Once again, we were released to the stations where we continued to play and experiment.
Everyone there had a great time trying out everything. Bridget was not only a fun instructor, but
she really encouraged us to try everything. We all left with a whole new set of techniques to try
out on future projects and sizeable stacks of papers to prove it.
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Saturday: Karen Hamner’s Workshop
Joanne Kluba
The Guild of Book Workers Midwest conference in Minneapolis featured two workshops this
time. I was lucky enough to attend Karen Hanmer’s workshop “Drum Leaf Binding.” This is a
unique binding developed by Gary Frost and used often by Tim Ely. The MCBA facilities are
well equipped and provide plenty of room for working on this binding.

The day was very enjoyable, pleasantly-paced and filled with many tips for creating an attractive
binding with special folios. The drum leaf binding lies flat when opening and used little adhesive.
We used Arches cover for the text pages. It is a heavier weight paper than the usual text weight.
This opens many possibilities for creative expression via traditional or digital printmaking, or
painting and drawing.
Karen lead the group patiently and efficiently through the process. “We reject the tyranny of the
ruler,” rang through the room. Karen suggested many tips for clean and neat binding. The large
plastic scraper used to distribute glue at the spine and fore edge was clever. We also
experimented with an array of edge colorings for our book: carbon, acrylic inks and paints with
sponge and other textures, spattering, gold leaf sprinkling and gauffering.
A great time was had by all. A finished lovely book.

MEMBER WORK FROM THE SHOW AND TELL

Penny Johnson

Mark Arend
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Lesa Dowd

Joann Kluba

Regula Russelle

MEETING
Saturday evening, the members met at the Rock Bottom Brewery for dinner. Everyone had a
chance to unwind, eat and catch up with one another. Once the bills were paid, we began the
meeting and discussed upcoming events and the various subjects needing voting. We concluded
the meeting and everyone went on their way after a very full, very fun weekend.
A huge thank you to the Folks at MCBA for allowing our event to take place there, specifically
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MC Hyland, who played a huge role in making everything go so smoothly and Jana Pullman, who
helped bring us out to Minneapolis and make the meeting possible.

GBW Midwest Chapter Annual Meeting
21 April 2012
Members in attendance: Karen Hanmer, Robert Hanmer, Mark Arend,
Rita Chu, Richard Baker, Bridget O’Malley, Lesa Dowd, Rachel Bourneuf, Jana Pullman, Mary
Uthuppuru, Robert Possehl, Brea Black, Joane Kluba,
Laurie Ketcham-Schrick, and Peggy Johnston (total of 15 members).
President Laurie Ketcham Schrick called the meeting to order.
Minutes:
Peggy Johnston, Secretary/Treasurer, reviewed the minutes from the 2011 meeting. Under the
topic reports the line 2012 Standards was corrected to read 2012 annual meeting. Under the topic
elections, the President and Secretary/Treasurer were elected for two more years, not one. The
minutes were approved as corrected.
Reports:
Treasurers Report: The chapter has a current balance of $11,387.59 prior to final expenses for the
annual meeting and workshops.
Program Chair Report: Mary Uthuppuru reported that we will have a workshop with Sam
Ellensport: Introduction to Traditional Leather Binding. It will be held June 16-17, 2012 at the
Milner Library, Illinois State University, Normal, IL.
The event will be posted by May 1st, 2012 with additional details.
Workshop Report: Mary Uthuppuru thanked all who helped organize and produce the meeting
and accompanying events: Karen Hanmer and Bridget O’Malley for the workshops and MCBA
for allowing us the use of their space, especially Jana Pullman and MC, the director.
New Business:
Annual Meeting Stipends Rachel Bourneuf moved to continue the $100.00 stipends to attend the
annual meeting for the President and Secretary/Treasurer. After discussion, the other officers
were granted stipends: Program Chair, $100.00 and Newsletter Editor, $50.00. Lesa Dowd
seconded the motion. Motion carried.
Standards Stipend Richard Baker moved to continue covering the registation fee (around
$300.00) for the President to attend the Standards of Excellence Annual Meeting. Mark Arend
seconded the motion. Motion carried.
Exhibit Opportunity: Julia Miller’s Books that Speak Plain will be the subject of a set book
exhibition supplemented with historic binding models. The exhibit will open at the Newberry
Library in Chicago in 2013. More details are to be announced. The book is available in sheets
from Julia or Hollanders.
Horizon Exhibition in the Midwest: The chapter has been approached regarding financial support
for the exhibition as it travels throughout the Midwest on a portion of the national tour. In
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discussion, it was decided that the chapter would want to treat all venues fairly by supporting
each in the same amount ($500.00).
The venues will need to submit an invoice for the support in order to be paid. The chapter would
be listed as a sponsor in the catalog. This support is to be a one-time thing. Support will be
revisited for future national exhibitions.
Jana Pullman moved to support the Horizons Exhibition, and Lesa Dowd seconded. Motion
carried. Amy LePard (Exhibition Chair) will be notified of our intent.
Regional Workshops Subsidy: Subsidy of regional workshops was discussed.
Since the chapter has extra money, it could be used to subsidize a regional workshop. Details are
yet to be worked out. Lesa Dowd moved to subsidize a workshop. Jana Pullman seconded.
Motion carried.
During discussion, the question as to how much money a chapter can have in its treasury to retain
non-profit status. Are there minimums and/or maximums? The treasurer will investigate the
matter by checking with the National Treasurer Alicia Bailey.
Old Business:
Bylaws: The chapter is interested in changing the bylaws to allow for election of some officers
every year. The terms would still be for two years, but would be staggered. This might make it
easier to fill the offices.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted, Peggy Johnston, Secretary/Treasurer

hosting conference exhibitions that will be
open to the public including Convivium33,
the Morgan Conservatory, Proximity
Gallery, Tom Balbo Galleries, and Zygote
Press with associated exhibitions at the
Cleveland Artists Foundation, Heights Arts,
Judson's Howson Gallery, Notre Dame
College, and the William Busta Gallery.

Watermarks 2012
The Morgan Art of Papermaking
Conservatory and Educational Foundation is
proud to be hosting Watermarks 2012
October 17-20, 2012 in Cleveland, OH.
Watermarks 2012 will present a program to
advance the artistry of papermaking for both
visiting professionals and the arts
community of the greater Cleveland area.

Registration is now open for Watermarks
2012! You may browse the website to find
everything you need to know about the
conference, including preconference
workshops, registration, exhibition
opportunities, invitations to speak and the
post conference tour.
http://www.friendsofdardhunter.org/conf
erence.html

Over 300 artists, arts administrators and
educators, many of whom are members of
the International Association of Hand
Papermakers and Artists (IAPMA) and the
Friends of Dard Hunter, will convene at The
Morgan Conservatory for this 4-day
educational event. The conference will
include an array of papermaking workshops
and demonstrations, lectures, exhibitions,
and gallery and museum tours that are open
to members and the general public. As part
of the event, many local galleries will be
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Cultural Bricolag : Artist Books of Cuba’s
Ediciones Vigía
November 11 – 13, 2012
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri
We are pleased to announce, as a part of
Mizzou Advantage, this upcoming
international and interdisciplinary
conference. The conference will focus on
Ediciones Vigía, a collective of artists
located in Matanzas (Cuba) that publishes
unique, handcrafted art-object books.
Lectures, research papers, and panel
discussions will explore Ediciones Vigía’s
innovative and experimental aesthetics,
graphic design, and book creation,
entrepreneurial efforts, creative use of new
and mixed media.
 Featured presenters:
o Keynote speaker: Ruth
Behar, MacArthur Fellow
and University of Michigan
Professor of Anthropology
and Women's Studies,
Cuban-American author
published by Ediciones
Vigía.
o Rolando Estévez Jordán,
principal designer and artist
of Ediciones Vigía, Winner
of Cuba’s National Prize for
Book Design
o Nancy Morejón, Poet
Laureate and winner of
Cuba’s National Prize for
Literature
 Related events:
o First screening of the
documentary film,
Ediciones Vigía
o Exhibitions of Ediciones
Vigía’s books
o Launch of audiovisual
archive of Ediciones Vigía
books
Links to more information about Ediciones
Vigía and the ties to MU:
http://www.voxmagazine.com/stories/2011/
07/28/viva-cuban-books/
http://maa.missouri.edu/
Need further information?
vigiaconference@gmail.com

Call for Proposals
Hosted by the University of Missouri
Department of Romance Languages and
Literatures, Cultural Bricolage is a
collaborative, multidisciplinary conference
exploring various topics related to artistic
creation, production and entrepreneurship as
exemplified by the work of Ediciones Vigía,
a unique artists’ collective that produces
limited edition handmade books by Cuban
and international authors and musicians.
Proposals for conference sessions, papers
and visual presentations are welcome on
topics related, but not limited to:
1) Aesthetics and Book Making
2) Graphic Design, Experimental
Aesthetics, and Bricolage
3) Dialogue between Literature and
Visual Art
4) Institutional Organization and Art
Production
5) Relationship between Artistic
Creativity and Entrepreneurial
Creativity
6) Collaborative Art Production /
Collective Entrepreneurship
7) Art and Social and Political
Contexts
8) Rare Books Conservation
The deadline for submission of proposals
is July 13, 2012 through online submission
at
http://muconf.missouri.edu/survey/TakeSurv
ey.aspx?SurveyID=l8LM3pm . The
proposals will be peer reviewed. Applicants
will be notified by August 3, 2012.
Approved presenters must confirm their
attendance by registering for the conference
no later than September 1, 2012. The
conference fee is $50.00. Student presenters
participating in the conference will be
offered complimentary registration. For
further information, contact conference
organizers at vigiaconference@gmail.com.
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http://uknow.uky.edu/content/contemporarycraft-book-bindings-exhibit-makes-firststop-uk

Call for Exhibiting Artists: Reinbeck Art
Festival
September 22, 2012 in Reinbeck, Iowa
9 am to 5 pm
Applications are currently being accepted.
For artist application, please visit
http://www.scribd.com/doc/95903960/94593
032-Reinbeck-Art-Festival-Forms. The
early entry is by June 22,2012 and the final
deadline is July 3, 2012.

Running concurrently with the Horizons
exhibition and right across the street is a
exhibition of items from the collection of the
Lucille Little Fine Arts Library It includes
new acquisitions and other items, including
works by R.D Burton, Su Lund, Mary
Rezny, Maryanne Riker, Amy Pirkle,
Barbara Milman, Ruth Adams, Jim
Machacek, Julie Chen, Joel Feldman,
Miriam Woolfolk, Clifford Amyx and
Millissa Burkhart. Todd Pattison’s “Little
Library”, which was in the Marking Time
show, is also in the new display. Also
included is a group of books make by
students in a non-majors’ art studio class,
that were inspired by artists’ books in our
collection.
Information about hours and location can be
found on our website:
http://libraries.uky.edu/FAlib

We would like to invite you to participate in
this juried art show (juried by
professional/faculty in the arts and a
committee
member of the Reinbeck Art Festival.) We
are interested in a variety
of media, including but not limited to
ceramics, book arts, digital art, drawing,
fiber, glass, jewelry, leather, metal, mixed
media, painting, photography, printmaking,
sculpture, watercolor, and wood.
In addition to artist booths, the festival will
feature music and children's activities and
the downtown businesses will be open.
If you have any questions, please contact
Joyce Wild at (319) 788-6404.

The Dream House Collection OR Tales of
Narrow Escape: A Sculptural Novel
Southside Hub of Production (SHoP), 5638
South Woodlawn, Chicago IL, May 26 to
July 15. This exhibition is part of On
Making Things Matter: Strategies for
Preservation, a show about leaving.

Visit our page on Facebook and “like” us for
updates (anytime)
and Artist Spotlights (after July 20), and
featured Businesses.
http://www.facebook.com/ReinbeckArtFesti
val

The Dream House Collection OR Tales of
Narrow Escape: A Sculptural Novel is an
installation of eleven print and object-based
artist's books and narrative sculptures,
displayed under glass and situated on a
gallery-size, assembled blueprint floor. As
multiple elements, these pieces work in
concert to tell the fictional tale of the
transformations that occur in the lives of
three adult siblings when their childhood
home burns to the ground. A 5-minute,
narrated video walk through the installation
can be viewed at
http://www.youtube.com/user/teresapankratz
.

Two Exhibitions in Lexington Kentucky
An exhibition of contemporary craft book
bindings and artists' books is currently being
showcased in the Great Hall of the
University of Kentucky Special Collections
Library, located in the Margaret I. King
Building. The free public exhibition,
"Horizon," opened June 1 and is on display
through Aug. 31. "Horizon" consists of fine
bindings by American and Canadian book
artists who are members of the Guild of
Book Workers. You can find more
information about this exhibit at
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Exhibition hours and a complete calendar of
scheduled events surrounding On Making
Things Matter: Strategies for Preservation
will be available at http://southsidehub.org/
.

An Introduction to Traditional Leather
Binding with Sam Ellenport
Milner Library at Illinois State University in
Normal, IL
August 10-12, 2012
$135 (Midwest Chapter Members); $160
(Non Members) + $60 materials fee
Registration Deadline: July 8, 2012

Bookbinding Boot Camp, Peninsula
School of Art, Fish Creek, WI
Karen Hanmer will be teaching this
workshop September 27-29

This 2 day workshop is an introduction to
traditional leather bookbinding. Participants
will prepare pre-sewn texts for leather
binding. They will learn how to cut and
pare leather, mix paste, and how to cover
books. There will also be instruction in the
formation of headcaps, working with raised
bands, and preparing and attaching corners.
All methods are traditional, techniques are
reversible, and materials are archival. There
will also be a lecture on Friday evening
(details to be announced).

In this three-day workshop, participants will
be introduced to the basic tools, techniques
and materials of bookbinding. During this
information-packed course you will build
the knowledge and skills to continue making
books in your home studio with a few hand
tools and no specialized equipment.
We will begin with a session on making
decorative papers, which will be used as
endsheets and to cover our books. We will
explore at least five book structures ranging
from unsewn folded sheets to multi
signature books with structural and
decorative sewing. Some of the books will
have soft paper wrappers and others will
have hard covers. This attractive set of
models, together with detailed handouts,
will be a valuable reference and inspiration
for future projects.

Sam Ellenport, educated at Amherst, Brown
University, and Oxford, is a highly
accomplished binder and the President of
Harcourt Bindery.
This workshop has a capacity of 8 – 10
persons. To register for the workshop and
save your spot, please contact the Midwest
Programs chair, Mary Uthuppuru
(mary@springleafpress.com).

More information and registration here:
http://www.peninsulaartschool.com/
Hanmer’s full workshop schedule is online
here:
http://www.karenhanmer.com/teaching/

School’s Not Out for Summer at the
Morgan Conservatory
The Morgan Conservatory in Cleveland has
some great workshops coming up this
summer. Included are:
 Paper Marbling on July 7 - 8
 A Pop Up Field Guide to North
American Wildflowers on July 1415
For more information go to
http://morganconservatory.org/workshops20
12.htm
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School for Formal Bookbinding
There are still spaces available in the
upcoming School for Formal Bookbinding
classes held at the Plains Pennsylvania
campus:
 Introduction to Titling and Tooling:
July 7-8
 Cloth Binding Conservation: July
16-20
 Leather Binding Conservation: July
23-27
 Foundations of Hand Bookbinding:
September 10-14
 Introduction to Case Binding:
September 17-21
 A Contemporary Leather Spined
Box: September 29-30
 Edition Binding: October 8-12
More information about the classes
(descriptions, tuition, housing) can be found
at the website:
www.donrashfinebookbinder.com/sfbmain.h
tml, or give a a call to 1-570-821-7050.

The Hand Printed Book Workshop
August 16 through 24, 2012
EMU Parson’s Center, Traverse City, MI
Course fee: $575.00 includes materials and onsite housing.
Instructors: Pati Scobey and Jean Buescher
Bartlett

Class starts at 1:00 pm on Thursday, August
16th and ends at noon on
Friday the 24th. Class time from the 17 - 23
will be from 9 am to 5 pm
Initially, a variety of book structures will be
taught focusing on material suitability and
work flow. Learn hand-printing techniques,
strategies for building visual narratives or
dramatic sequences within the book
structure. Using a pin press and Akua waterbased printing inks, instruction will
emphasize the manipulation of inks and
color to achieve desired results. The
workshop culminates in each participant's
creation of a hand-printed book.
For more information contact: Jean
Buescher Bartlett - jbbart@me.com 734.709.5026 or Pati Scobey patiscobey@gmail.com - 517.524.6318
TO REGISTER and for more information
about the PARSONS CENTER
FACILITIES:
http://extended.emich.edu/north/parsons/non
-credit_courses.aspx. Click on the noncredit course link. This class may be taken
for State Board CEU's.
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English: bookbinder












Estonian: raamatuköitja
Farsi: صحاف
Finnish: kirjansitoja
French: relieur/-euse
Hebrew:
Hindi:
Croatian: knjigoveža
Hungarian: könyvkötő(nő)
Indonesian: penjilid
Icelandic: bókbindari

